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About This Game

Narrative-adventure playing an Agent of Death who must take ONE life that could change the fate of a conflict-torn
Nation!

Think The Walking Dead meets Home and The Last Express, with a dash of To The Moon!

Freeform exploration with Rich dialogue
What might you learn searching the fundraising Gala and talking to patrons? Perhaps the less you know the better?

Meaningful choices and Unintended Consequences
Can your choice change the fate of a Nation? What other result could your meddling have?

Cast of ambitious and influential characters
What if they die? More importantly... what if they live?

Complex setting of violent domestic conflict and industrial revolution
A devastated country - but is it your place to fix it? What if your educated guess is wrong?

Dynamic and surprising Ending
The choice is *entirely* up to you - but what other factors may be affecting the outcome?

Online Stats to compare Your Choices with
Anonymous aggregate stats of everyone's playthroughs will let you see how your own choices compare! Are you one of the good
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guys?

Free Version

The basic game, without the extra character and bonus materials, is also available for free from our Official Website!
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postmortem one must die (extended cut)

I got this game super cheap but I found it just wasn't for me. I get the sense this is a sole developer, not a team or anything like
that. Hats off, he's done more than I could. What I thought this game would be, based on the description, would be a fairly
simple space combat simulator... Take Freelancer, strip out the mining, trading, and exploration, replace all that with loot and
upgrades, so then you get something like Diablo in space right? Action combat with some RPG elements? Unfortunately it just
doesn't work. It plays more like a tech demo or proof of concept than an actual game.

At least it was cheap?. While running through the free card games on steam, I stumbled across Hidden Dimensions 3. Since it
was a SciFi themed game, it immediately skipped to the top of my playlist.

Then I was stuck in an absolutely tiny window reading an excessive amount of text in the tutorial because I couldn’t adjust the
resolution once the tutorial began. I admit, that soured me on the game.

As for the tutorial itself, it was thorough and explained things fairly well, BUT it didn’t feel like I learned how to truly play since
I was simply told the rules and told what to play when. The tutorial is both very good and not a proper introduction to playing.

Giving the game another chance does reveal a lot of good things about it. The ships are good. There is excellent variety and
quality art. The game design and game play is reasonable and well thought out. Unfortunately the game feels too slow over all.
Even playing with a speed human deck it feels like you are grinding away in order to win.

If you are looking for a new card game, you could certainly do worse. This game doesn’t make it into my recommend list, but
that doesn’t mean it won’t make it into yours.. Not working on VR.. This is a cute adventure game designed/programmed by a
lady. Sometimes it feels a little childish but it is funny in a cheesy way. See if you can get it on sale!. "There is a keyhole here, i
just need the key!". I appear to be currently going through a "tower defense phase" and it's lots of fun. Having recently
completed Iron Sea Defenders and wanting more of the same, I quickly picked up Fort Defense on sale. It turns out it's pretty
much a reskin of that, the main thematic difference being that this is fantasy-themed and Iron Sea is... pseudo-real\/modern.
Chronologically, Fort Defense is actually the younger game by around a year and it shows. There are some issues here:

 graphics are blurry

 the music loop is way too short and gets annoying eventually (not immediately)

 barrel (premium currency) progression is random, which leads to farming and grinding

 seems like there is no keyboard control for changing game speed

 some cosmetic bugs such as missing spaces in the writing or star counter getting brokenAll of these and more ended up
being addressed in Iron Sea Defenders so it's a welcome conclusion that the developer has been improving. As for Fort
Defense, it's still a passable tower defense but kinda barely. Get it on sale.. Great game with a 1980 feel, especially if
you're familiar with Mario Bros.

Amazing music as well, as you collect pennies from defeated enemies (by throwing certain objects) while trying not to
die.

EDIT: With the Deluxe version out, this game has turned into a masterpiece, adding in more maps, characters, and even
bosses! (There's another type of POW block in there after beating the boss, but you'll have to find out yourself.). I love
Rpgs. But sometimes I get an ich for a game that is complex enough not to be boring, but simple enough to be FUN!
Enchated cave 2 scratches that itch perfectly. Yeah you lose some treasure when you escape the cave, but when you find
thosw special items that you can take out with you, you want to jump for joy. Skill points to help you customize your
hero however you choose and lots of monsters and loot and... save anywhere! Thanks for a great game.. 10\/10 Honestly!
I was scrolling on steam store looking to 'waste' my cash on some game I honestly wouldnt play.
I've bought over 30 games recently and dammmmm I was suprised to see this in the new feed with only one review!!!
I opened it... ASTERIODS... Also I saw that little Minecraft easteregg by the way <3
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It's an honestly amazing game worth over $2.99
I will play this in my spare time so much!
Please keep it fresh with new updates often!!

ALSO PLZ NERF PUZZLEBEAST. ( I'll also post in forums how to beat it coz I'm so lost with that)

Anyways!
10\/10 would play nonstop. Best 2D coop game out there. Get 4-pack and some friends and go kick shadows' asses! 9/10
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Wha is good on a Multiplayer game?
The challenge of Player VS Player, correct?
And what if you don't have friends to play with?
Oh well, there must be a story mode, or at least a flat setting to set you up for action, right?
So... what might go wrong here?

Well Metal Drift firstly needs to register to play.
I bought the game guys.... hello?????
Why did you had to force us to register to play.
Gee bad move, whatever.

After the whole proccess I logged in to find what?
Almost empty servers and.... no story mode.

So If I wont convince a firend of mine to buy the game, I can not actually play it, right?
Well guess what, this is a NO from me.

It is a very VERY rare thing putting a thumbs down on a game.
But I can't play it.
No seriously... if I had some friends playign with me I could give it a shot and recommend it on discount.
But now what can i do?!

By the way, graphics are not something special...
 gameplay is average, can't tell if it is boring or not though, SINCE I CAN NOT PLAY ALONE....

It's a no for me and I am really sorry.
I know that fanboys will come and rate this down but I don't really care.
Really, think about it.
Spending money on a game you can not enjoy, how would YOU feel?. Its a fine game but I wouldnt recommend it if you dont
want to go through rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical game to just jump through. This has 20 levels and each one of
them will be a real pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.. Made a huge mistake walking Yamazaki route first, should
have left it for later :) The game is awesome, inspiring, sad and funny, full of emotions and adventures. The OST is
mesmerizing. Please do ignore feedbacks on forums on Iba route and pass it anyway - it is great.
15\/10 want to erase my memories and play again as first time.
Would be great to have even more routes, e.g. with Itou or Takeda. Please keep up the great work on your games! :). The first
official Double Decker train for Train Simulator and it is very fun to drive, despite the annoying door glitch that wasn't fixed in
the world's biggest patch. Accelerates like there is no tomorrow.. It's wonderful to be back in Saxton!
+ Genuinely unsettling atmosphere
+ Tons of hotspots with lots flavour and detail
+ Weird but endearing characters
+ Ghost hunting mechanics are well designed
+ Scary
+ Good length for price

- A little buggy (make sure you save often!)
- A little cheesier than I would have hoped at times
- Fart cat (A plus if you enjoy gassy cats)

If you're a fan of The Last Crown then this is a must buy. If you haven't played the Last Crown then go and play that first!

We Need Your Help!:
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 We just launched Steam Greenlight for our game and need your support! If you don’t know what it is, it’s a simple process to
vote which games should be allowed to sell on Steam. Please help us out and cast your vote and tell your friends! Heck, throw it
on your Facebooks or Twitter thingamajigs if you please :)

. New challenges in writing meaningful game dialogue:
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Working on my second game, I realize the dialogue writing approach from Postmortem: one must die may not quite cut it.

Click Here to read more![koobazaur.com]. DevBlog #2: Social Stealth, Trespassing, Lightmaps and potplants!:

This week of gamedev brought the concept of illegal behaviors and suspicion into my game, as well as some graphical tweaks
and models!

Click Here to read more and see screenshots![koobazaur.com]. What if YOU controlled the news? Our next game on
Steam!:
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What if YOU controlled the News?. 75% OFF THIS WEEK!:
Go On. Take One Life. See What Happens...

. Holiday Sale: 50% off!:

Postmortem: one must die is 50% off during the holiday sales! Stock up on your moral dilemmas and meaningful choices!

And Happy Holidays Everyone :)
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